Valentine's Treat Box Tutorial
Supplies:
All Supplies are Stampin’ Up! unless otherwise noted.
* denotes products from the Occasions Mini Catalogue
• Stamps: I {Heart} Hearts*
• Ink: Pretty in Pink Classic ink (101301), Real Red Classic
ink (103133)
• Paper: Real Red 12" x 12" CS (106545), Pretty in Pink CS
(100459), Very Vanilla CS (101650), Sending Love
Specialty DP (117153)*
• Accessories: Snail adhesive (104332), mini glue dots
(103683), Stampin' Dimensionals (104430), Sticky Strip
(104294), Stamping Sponges (101610), Sponge Daubers
(102892), Big Shot (113439), Extended Premium Crease
Pad (117630), Extended Cutting Pads (113478).
Stampin' Up! Fancy Favor Bigz XL (115965), Stampin'
Up! Scalloped Heart of Hearts Embosslit (117332)

Directions:
1. In order to die cut your Fancy Favor box you will need to create the following "sandwich": (1) an extended cutting
pad; (2) an extended shim; (3)Fancy Favor Bigz XL die; (4) 6" x 12" piece of Real Red CS and (5) an extended cutting
pad. Run the sandwich through your Big Shot.
2. Assemble your box as shown in the accompanying video. Set your box aside for a moment.
3. Center and stick a 2" x 3 ⅛" piece of Sending Love DP onto a 2 ¼"x 3 ⅛" piece of Pretty in Pink CS using Snail
adhesive.
4. Die cut a heart out of Pretty in Pink CS using the Stampin' Up! Scalloped Heart of Hearts Embosslit and your Big Shot.
Sponge the edges of the heart with Real Red Classic ink.
5. Stick the heart on a slight angle towards the right side of your matted DP.
6. Ink up the heart stamp with the "friend" word in the center of it, in Pretty in Pink Classic ink. Lay the stamp so that
the inked rubber side is facing upwards.
7. Using a sponge dauber, add some Real Red Classic ink along the outer edges of the heart image. "Huff" on the inked
stamp in order to re-moisten the ink.
8. Stamp the heart onto a scrap of Very Vanilla CS and cut it out using your paper snips. Be sure to leave a small border
of Very Vanilla around the image when you cut it out.
9. Stick the friend heart to your matted DP using a Stampin' Dimensional.
10. Thread a button from the Designer Butter Sherbet Collection using a sliver of Pretty in Pink CS.
11. Stick the button to the embossed heart with a mini glue dot.
12. Stick the matted DP piece to the front of the box using Sticky Strip.
13. Fill the box with treats. You're done!
*Please note that you can view the video at this link: http://andreawalford.com/?p=4295
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